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The Quarterly Pension Investment Report (QPIR), a new EBRI
database, shows that pension fund investments have done well in
recent years, when compared to inflation and other market indices.

Pension Fund Management and Financial Markets

The first comprehensive analysis from a new data service developed by the
Employee Benefit Research Institute and the Federal Reserve Board, using
Trust Universe Comparison Service data compiled by Wilshire Associates,
documents the growth of pension fund assets, analyzes investment policies and
reports on investment performance.

By the end of 1985, total assets in private and public pension systems reached
$1.7 trillion. Since ERISA, state and local government pension funds have
shown more impressive growth than private pension plansmwith total assets
increasing more than threefold, compared to an increase of only two and one-
half fold by private pension funds during this same 10-year period.

Private and public pension funds have shifted their investment emphasis from
bonds to equities. In 1950 private trusteed funds invested almost five dollars in
bonds to one dollar in equities; their current bond/equity mix is just under one
dollar to two dollars. Public pension funds are also investing more in equities,
but their shift is not as dramatic as that of private funds. Multiemployer plans,
however, still invest almost twice as much in bonds than in equities.

In aggregate, private trusteed pension funds have fared quite well, despite a
poor showing in the third quarter of 1986. Over a four-quarter period (85Q4-
86Q3) equity investments show a rate of return of 36.5 percent compared to 31.8
percent in the Standard and Poor's 500. Aggregate bond investments of private
trusteed plans have had virtually the same rate of return as the overall bond
market, using the Lehman corporate/government bond index.

For nonfederal employees, interest in pension investment issues has grown in
recent years with the growth of defined contribution retirement plans (e.g. 401
(k)) that place investment "risk" on the employee. Federal employees will have
the same high interest in investment performance with initiation of the
Federal Retirement Thrift Savings Plan in April 1987. And, in 1988 when the
plan offers a stock index fund, the issues will become even more important.
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• Introduction defenders of current management practices have also
suggested new investment options and new management

In the past decade, the assets in the nation's public and approaches. The more prominent suggestions include
private pension system have grown rapidly so thatby incentive fees for money managers and investment in
the end of 1986, they approached $2 trillion. These equity funds that mimic the market (index funds).

funds provide a majorsource of income fora growing To put these suggestions in perspective, this/ssue Br/ef
population of retired workers. To protect workers and also reviews some theories and supporting evidenceretirees in the private sector, Congress passed the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 about the wayin which corporate pension plan
(ERISA),which specifically required thatpension sponsors make investment decisions.
plan fiduciaries manage their funds in the sole interest
of plan participants. • Corporate, Participant and Regulatory

Interests

As amore practical matter, plan sponsors, participants Both corporations and employees have a financialand federal regulatory agencies all have legitimate
interest in the investment returns of pension funds. In ainterests in how these funds are invested. Fortunately,

their respective interests do not necessarily conflict, defined benefit plan, the firmpromises workers
Better investment returns can reduce the firm's pension specific future benefits upon retirement. When the rate

of returnachieved by the pension fund is low, the firmcosts and provide greater retirement income security for
plan participants, must meet its future pension obligations by increasing

its contributions. Conversely, forevery extra dollar

This Issue Briefpresents findings from a new financial that the pension fund earns, the firm may contribute
data set developed by the Employee Benefit Research one dollar less. For firms thatopt to pay a higher
Institute (EBRI)and the Federal Reserve Board using percentage of compensation in pension benefits, this
Trust Universe Comparison Service data compiled by cost-offsetting effect becomes more important.
Wilshire Associates (Wilshire-TUCS). EBRI
publishes these nationwide estimates regularly in its Sponsors' financial interests in the investment results
new Quarterly Pension Investment Report (QPIR). of defined contribution plans are less direct. But,the
ThisIssue Br/ef documents the growthof pension fund firm may have considerable responsl_ility here too;
assets, analyzes their investment policies and reports for instance, in choosing the money managers. In these

plans, participants' pension benefits area result of the
on their investment performance, money manager's acumen. Since money managers are

hired by the firm, if the pension fund does poorly,
• • • participantsmay holdtheemployermorally

responsiblefor planperformance.Participantsmay
Legally, in defined contribution plans the askforhigherdirectwagesorlargeremployerpension

firm'sfinancialobligationdoes not go contributionstomakeup forsuchashortfallin
beyond the amount it has already expected retirement benefits. Legally, the firm's

financial obligation does not go beyond the amount it
contributed to the plan, but firms cannot has already contributed to the plan, but firms cannot
overlook the importance of good employee overlook the importance of good employee relations.
relations.

From a regulatory perspective, pension plans have one
'(_ • • financial objective: to manage their funds for the

exclusive benefit of the plan participants. Firms,as
the primary fiduciary, must design their plans and

The investment performance of pension funds has been formulate their investment policies to achieve this
a subjectof some controversy. Some criticsclaim that broad objective. In setting standards for managing
pension funds have invested poorly, and that their pension funds, ERISAemploys the "prudent man" rule,
performance ought to be improved. Like their critics, which emphasizes "care,skill, prudence and
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diligence." The Department of Labor (DOL) also has the PBGC has not been thoroughly examined.
promulgated regulatiorm interpreting congressional
intent. While DOL defines prudence on a case47y-case When ERISAwas enacted in 1974, pension fund
basis, the prudent man nile has come to be known as the executives and nxmey managers were concerned about
prudent expert rule. the adverse effects on pension investments. They

feared that ERISA'sstrictstandards might limit
DOL looks at performance criteria using a total return investment opportunities and reduce investment
concept based on a risk/return tradeoff (Coletmn, returns. Annual corporate pension surveys by
1985). This concept takes a portfolio approach, in Greenwich Associates show this initial perception has
which specific holdings in the portfolio are not judged, changed gradually (Greenwich Associates, annual). In
In addition to diversifying their portfolios, pension 1976,Greenwich found that 61 percent of pension
fiduciaries arerequired to consider liquidity, current executives seriously believed that ERISArestricted
return, future cash flowand projected return, their investment opportunities. By 1980,only 30
Therefore, a risk standard for pension fund investments percent remained concerned, and few felt as severely
has been established implicitly through current law restricted as before. Even though more recent data are
and regulations. Pension fund managers areexpected to not available, the fact that such questions are no
maximize the rate of returnwithin this risk longerbeing asked in the survey might indicate that
parameter, plans have fully adjusted to the ERISAenvironment.

Maximizing investment returns benefits both plan • Investment of Pension Fund Assets
sponsors and plan participants. Particularly in the

case of negotiated plans, low investment returns may Pension plan assets have grown considerably duringcreate the need forhigher employer contributions at
the expense of wages. Furthenno_, unless the plan the postwar period, and phenomenally in more recentyears. To a very large extent three factors have been
has a benefit formula tied to final wages, its responsible for this growth: increases in the number of
participants are not protected from inflation erosion, pension plans, growth in contributions and positiveOver 40 percent of all participants in medium and

investment returns from income and capital gains. The
large firms are in plato with benefits that are not tied next section discusses some of the major trends in
to final earnings (Department of Labor, 1986). Should pension fund investments. Using the new national
sponsors want to provide retirement benefits thathave estimates published in QPIR, the discussion will focus
a high real value, they must regularly amend benefit on recent trends in private trusteed 1 pension asset
formulas to account for inflation. Firms might be more growth, portfolio allocation and investment
willing to do so if their additional costs areoffset by performance.
good investment results. Similarly, most pension plans
do not have a formal policy of granting postretirement Size and Growth of Pension Assets
benefit adjustments. When adjustments are made, they
are done on an ad hoc basis. These ad hoc increases

The pension system in the U.S. has accumulated vast
might also depend on good investment result_ sums of reserves. According to QP/R data, by the end of

Although lacking statutory authority to regulate 1985, the private system and the state and localgovernment system had combined total assets of $1.7
private pension investments, the Pension Benefit trillion. Over the years, these assets have grown
Guaranty Corporation (PBGC)often has a direct rapidly. Private pension fund assets firstbroke the $1
financial stake in plan perfonmnce. When a private trillion mark in 1983, reaching $1.3 trillion by the end
defined benefit plan terminates without adequate of 1985. By that time, state and local government
funds to pay promised pension benefits, PBGCmust pension funds reached $432 billion. These asset figures
absorb the deficit. Both the lack of adequate
corporate contributions and poor performance could areenormous by any measure.
build up this deficit. Inadequate contributions have
long been identified as a source of the PBGC'sfinancial 1 A trusteed plan is one in which individuals actas
problems; but the effect of pension fund investments on trustees of the plan.
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The assets of private trusteed pension funds have plans increased by over 40 percent. Asset growth
doubled nearly every five years for the past thirty- remained strong after ERISA's enactment despite a
five years. In 1950, when these assets were a mere $7 sometimes sluggish economy and stock market. Even
billion, few observers could have imagined how large though accelerated contributions began to ebb toward
the system would become. As shown in table 1, these the late 1970s, the subsequent recovery in the stock
pension funds grew very rapidly in the early 1950s: market buoyed pension fund growth. Since 1981,
between 1951 and 1955 the average annual growth private trusteed pension funds have continued to
exceeded 20 percent, ir_Tease by 15 percent per year.

In 1950, the assets in insured pension funds were more Although unregulated by ERISA, state and local
than three times as large as those of trusteed funds, but government pension funds have shown even more
growth in subsequent years was slower. The slower impressive growth than private pension funds since
growth reflected a preference among newly ERISA. QPIR data show that between 1975 and 1985,
established pension plans to use trusteed plans rather total assets in public pension funds increased more than
than insured plans (plans funded through contracts threefold, averaging about 30 percent per year. In
with a life insurance company). As a result, by 1970, contrast, private pension funds increased only two and
assets in trusteed plans overtook those of insured plans, one-half fold during the same 10-year period.
However, higher growth in the past 10 years means
that insured plans have remained an important holder Pension Ownership of FInancial Markets
of pension assets.

Despite impressive portfolio growth, pension plans
This rapid growth in private pension assets probably have held a relatively stable position in the capital
was accomplished by a concurrent expansion in the market. As chart I shows, equity ownership edged up
number of private pension plans and in the number of from 16 percent of all equities in 1981 to slightly more
covered workers. After 1955, growth slowed somewhat than 18 percent in 1985, while bond holdings moved
for the next twenty years, but remained impressive, from 17 percent of the bond market to just under 16

percent.
The passage of ERISA and new funding standards
appear to have added new vigor to private pension These changes in ownership reflect a gradual shift in
funds. In 1975 alone, pension assets in private trusteed the investment mix of the state and local pension

Table I
Tokll Aixll ond _rowth of PIIvaM a_l Pubi¢ _

A,_etsat Endof Pedod (bUllom) Avg. Anrv,JalGrowth Durlr_ Perlod

Private Prlvate State & Private Prlvate State &
Perlod T_ Imured Local Trusteed Imured Local

1946-1950 $ 7.1 $ 26.2 $ 4.9 17.9% n/a 13.3%
1951-1955 18.3 46.5 10.8 21.I 12.2 17.4
1956-1960 38.1 68.1 19.7 15.8 7.9 12.7
1961-1965 73.6 90.4 34,I 14.1 5.8 11,5
1966-1970 110.4 108.5 60.3 8,4 3.7 12.1
1971-1975 212.6 132.9 104.8 14,0 4.1 11.7
1976-1980 467.4 209.0 195.I 17.1 9.5 13.6
1951-1985 935.6 351.0 432.1 14.9 10.9 16.9

Source: EBglQua#e'ly _ Investment Report,11_d Quarter, 1986
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funds:theirequitysharehasbeenincreasing,while showsomesporadicdipsinthecashflowbalance
theirbondsharehasberndecreasing.Specifically, duringthisperiod.
theequityshareofstateandlocalpensionfundsgrew
from 3 percent to 5 percent of all equity holdings • • •
between 1981and 1985.

For private pension plans, abstractinsfrommino r Similar to private pension funds, public
interyearmovements, ownership shares have pension funds have also shown a historical
remained practically the same. When different types shift from bond investment to equity
of private pension plans were examined, none showed investment,
any significant changes in their asset share Pattern
overthe five-year period. • • •

Trend in Contributiom

Several economic and demographic factors could have
Over the past few years, the asset growth of private contributed to the increase in negative net
pension funds has depended in part on a strong contributions. For example, in the lastcouple of years
financial market. The euphoria of an upbeat market many sponsors have terminated their pension plans to
has obscured the negative cash outflow that private capture "surplus" pension fund reserves. Most surplus
trusteed pension funds have experienced for quite some terminations were replaced by new plans
time, with fund withdrawals outpacing cash (Hay/Huggins Company, Inc., 1986),nevertheless,
contributions. Negative contributions occurred in six of based on the most recent PBGCdata, sponsors have
the last eight quarters (84Q4-86Q3),and the net recaptured a total of $11.1 billion since 1980.
cumulative cash outflow was $72.6billion during this
period. More fundamental changes have also taken place in

the pension system as a result of demographic and
The bulk of the cash outflow is attributed to single- economic trends. For example, the nation's overall
employer defined benefit plans, particularly those work force is aging. To the pension system, this means
with assets over $60 million. Even multiemployer that with each passing year, more workers are retiring
plans,whichnormallyhavea rather stablecashflow, anddrawingpensionchecks.Moreover,notonlyare
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more workers re_l_ but many are re_ earher, and 1981 rate of _ e_z_tions of corporate
No doubt, someof _ earlier re_rees were _uced executives increased si_cantiy _r aH _x_ of
by generous offers by their employers who use early investments. Since 1981, however, rate of mtum
retirement incentives to restructure their work force expectations have moderated. If slackening real
(Employee Benefit Research Institute, August 1986). interest rates turn around current actuarial

assumptions, plan contributions might be forced up.

In addition, other recent retirees may have opted for a Investment Mix of Pension Assets
lump-sum payment instead of a monthly pension check,
causing a further cash drain in their pension funds. A Private trusteed pension funds have shifted their
case in point is the terminated LTV Corporation investment emphasis from bonds to equities (chart 2).
pension plans. When PBGC finally forced these plans In 1950 such pension funds invested almost five dollars
to terminate, practically all assets in some of its plans in bonds for every dollar invested in equity. The ratio
were depleted by lump-sum payments. Of course, as of equity/bond investments rose rapidly after 1955 (one
long as pension plans are fully funded, lump-sum dollar to two ) and reached a high in 1972 (three
payments by themselves pose no danger to plan dollars to one ), falling somewhat thereafter. The
participants or PBGC. In the LTV case, severe passage of ERISA, coupled with a poor stock market,
underfunding may have induced retirees to take lump- might have reduced the importance of equity
sum payments, especially for the larger pension investments in recent years as they are considered more
benefits that were not fully covered by the PBGC volatile than bond investments and thus more risky.
guarantee. Currently, the equity/bond mix is just under two dollars

to one.

Net contributions may have also decreased for defined
benefit plans, because recent actuarial valuations have Among single-employer plans, defined contribution
incorporated higher interest rate assumptions reducing plan funds have substantially increased their equity
the level of new contributions required to fund the position. Most recently (86Q3), the equity/bond ratio
plan. According to Greenwich Associates (1986), in in these funds stood at 5 to 1, compared to 3.5 to I four
1985 the average interest rate for all plans surveyed years ago. in single-employer defined benefit funds,
was 8 percent compared to a 6.5 percent rate in 1981. the increase in the equity position has been much less.
Greenwich Associates also reports that between 1977 Their most recently reported (86Q3) equity/bond mix is
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1.6 to 1, compared to 1.4 to I four years ago. Not all The new QPIR data do not yet allow forcomparisons
pension funds have followed the long-run trend toward over a longer period, in particular that of the late
equities, however (table 2). Multiemployer funds still 1970swhen many felt thatmarket conditions were
invest almost twice as much in bonds than equities, sluggish. EarlierEBRIanalysis suggests that pension

investment returns do not always match inflation. The
Similar to private pension funds, public pension funds S_I. Funds Evaluation Service reported that in the
have also shown a historical shift from bond 1970sand the early 1980s, the median fund in its
investment to equity investment. In the 1950s, these sample achieved an overall return of 6.9 percent per
funds invested almost exduslvely in bonds, including year, while the average annual rate of inflation was
those issued by their own municipality. Over the 7_ percent (Employee Benefit Research Institute,
years, as new funding contributions were made, a 1985). Ifthe high earnings of reomt years continue,
growing portion were invested in equity. By 1985, the however, these gains would make up for the subpar
equity/bond ratio increased to 0.6 to 1. However, this performance of earlieryear_ Overall, these data
investment-mix ratio remains substantially lower than suggest that pension funds have protected themselves
that of private pension funds. Since ERISA,private from erosion by inflation.
trusteed pension funds also have invested more
heavily in cash items, such as treasury bills and Nevertheless, some wonder whether pension funds are
commercial paper. In 1970cash represented less than 2 really invested to preserve capital. They speculate
percent of total investments, but rose rapidly to over 10 that ff pension funds were only interested in keeping up
percent by 1980. By 19&5cash reserves were reduced to with inflation, pension funds could simply put all
somewhat lower levels of around 7 percent, their money in short-termgovernment debt. Instead,

pension funds areactively invested in corporate
Pension Fund Performance equities seeking a maximum return on investments.

QPIR data show that private trusteed pension funds

have fared quite well in their investrnents despite a Equity Performance of Private Trusteed Pension Funds
poor showing in the most recent quarter (86Q3). In the

first three quarters of 1986, total earnings on all Total returns arebuilt on the earnings of the indivi-investments reached $113.9 billion. At that pace, the
annualized rate of return for 1986would be 16.5 percent, dual components of the portfolio----andultimately on
a substantial figure although markedly below the

impressive 24.5 percent total return achieved in • •more - _ ' '- -- :
1985.

Tol:_2.:
Despite strong earnings, skepticism continues about - -Iloc_ __ _
whether pension fund managem have done a good by _ z¢ _
enough job. To evaluate pension fund perfonmnce, the
choice of abenchmark becomes critically important. In
terms of the total investment-portfolio return, some - - _ _
feel thatthe appropriate measure of the performance VWIx/Oaort_ _ _

of pension fund holdinge is the Consurner Price Index _ IA2 3._ 0.64
(CPI). Comparing total returns to the CPIshows how _ _ d.l_ 0_]
well funds have kept up with inflation. While _ _._1 4._ 0.,56
inflation has run at a 1.1 percent rate over the first _ IAg7 d_ 0.62
three quarters of 1986,pension funds have seen an _ "LdlO d._ 0.60
annual rate of return of 16-5percent. Over a three-year
period, pension funds have been exceeding the CPI _:/_qt_l_B_tmr#/?_x_ 1_¢!
with a total average armual return of 15 percent _ t9_6.
compared to a 3.0 percent rise in CPI.
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Chart3 YetWilshire-TUCSreportshaveconsistentlyshown
AnnualRatesofReturn thatmorepensionfundsdoworsethantheequity

for Periods EndingThird Quarter _ market. Chart 4 showsthethird-quarter1986
1986 Rateof Return investment results of actively managed equity

forperiod portfolios in the Wilshire-TUCS data. For this
quarter,47 percent of pension funds performed worse

3o than the S&P500. For the year, 66 percent fell into
this category. And for a four-year period, the number
underperforming the S&P500increased to 73 percent.

Because amajority of pension funds in the Wilshire-
TUCS survey and in other surveys have not been able to
match marketperformance, these survey results could
cast doubt on the validity of the QPIRaggregate data.
Two statistical features may explain the difference,
however. First, the Wilshire-TUCS report does not
weight the plans by pension fund assets. As a result, if
larger-fund managers do better than smaller-fund

1 2 3 ,4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 le ! 7 18 managers,thecombinedrateof returnwould be
NumberofOu_ersending03 underestimated. Inaddition, plans included in the

19o6 Wilshire-TUCSdataarenotselectedonarandom-

sample basis. Ifhigher rate of return plans are
underrepresented, the aggregate rate of return would be

Source:EBRIQuarterly Pension Investment lower. Further analysisisneeded,however,to
ReportjThirdQuarter1986 evaluatethestrengthoftheseeffects.

theindividualinvestmentsselected.Chart3shows Bond PerformanceofPrivateTrusteedPensionFunds
the cumulative annual rate of return of the equity

component of private trusteed pension plans for the Currently,private trusteed pension funds are investing
past 18 quarters ending with the third quarter about 30 percent of their assets in bonds, both corporate
of 1986. The pension fund rate of return for equities and government. Like equity investments, aggregate
closely follows that of the stock market as measured bond investments have virtually the same rateof
by the Standard and Poor (S&P) 500. Like the stock return as the bond market, in this case using the
market, the investment results of pension funds Lehman corporate/government bond index (chart5).
fluctuate widely over the short run, as suggested by the Nonetheless, the rate of return on bonds fluctuates less
most recent four quarter period. On an annualized than that for equities in both the short run and the
basis, the pension fund rateof return for the most recent long run. In the long run, bond investments have a
quarter (86Q3) is-25.0 percent; the three-quarter lower rate of return than equities, indicating the type
period (85Q4-86Q3)result is 16.9percent. When the of risk/return tradeoffs assumed for these two types of
period reaches about 5 quarters, the fluctuation in the investments. Changes in the rate of return in the bond
annual rate of return reduces to a more stable range, market, however, seem to follow those of the equity

market reducing the bond market's potential for
In aggregate, private trusteed pension funds' equity diversification. Although bonds are less risky they
investments are comparable with the market. For also have smaller potential payoffs from market-
example, over a four-quarterperiod (85Q4-86Q3), the timing strategies.
rate of return was 36.5 percent; the S&P500 was 31.8

percent. Even for the entire 18-quarter(four and one- Chart 4 compares the rate of return of individually
half year) period, trusteed pension funds in the managed fixed-income (bond) portfolios reported by
aggregate still performed slightly ahead of the S&P Wilshire-TUCS with the market. Like investments in
500. the equity market (also shown in chart 4), most
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individual pension funds performed worse than the L-_art4 -
market. T_seWilshire-TUCSdala, however, have _ PePc_t o_ _:_te__PJ_Ol_

equitydata.

Investment Implications

Private trusteed pension investment performance
statis_cs present amixed picture. Before QPJR,most
performance datawerebasedon restrictiveandoften
nonrandomsamples.As aresult,studiesusingthese
data were likely to report inconsistent findings, QPIR
datasuggest that the total returns of both bond anti
equityporffolioshavege_rallymetmarketindices _ _r 2Otr_otr i_ 2_"_ _ ,tYr
over the past 18quarter_ Pensionsl_nsorshave :_ _-_n¢o¢_ _- _ee_L_-t,o_ |
pointedout thatfundshaveaccumulated sufficient _I t_s_so_-_| __mO Otat_a-mtratmLeC_mml!
assets to pay their obligations and have grown at a
rateco_urate withinflation.But others have _ _ ! _ _ _ _ i

pointed to the relative mediocre performance of The decreased role of net contributions and the
specific segments of the investment portfolio. Perhaps, increased role of investment returns have restricted the
this disagreement stems from different perceptions of
the _ of pension fund investments. In view of share of financial markets claimed by pension funds.
these disagreements, the interest in plan investment The market share of pension funds could decline if
performance is not likely to subside, future investment gains are not adequate to offset the

effect of low contributions. This could happen if
financial markets slow down or shift gears while fund

• • • contributions arenot immediately augmented. Ifthis
happens, pension funds would face lower market

Lately, instead of relying on contributions, valuesfortheirassets,and sponsorseventuallywould
the private pension system has seen a needto make higher plan contrl"oUtions.But pension
different growth pattern that relies corn- plans would be affected differently. The high asset
pletely on investment performance, cushion of well-funded plans would help them

weather their paper losses. Others might not fareas

• • • we..

• Pension Fund Management and

The passage of ERISAsaw a period of accelerated Investment Decisions
corporate contnamtions to pension/unds. This rapid
inflow of new money created a demand formoney Recently, a number of suggestions have emerged to
managers and a demand for information systems to improve pension fund performance. Many of these
monitor them. Lately, instead of relying on suggestions seem to depend upon the perspective of
contributions, the private pension system has seen a currentfund management practices and objectives.
different growth pattern that relies completely on
investment performance. As a result, Performance Some economists have suggested thatpension fund
monitoring has become even more important. Not only management is an integral part of corporate planning.
has new Pension money talmrecloff, but some invested For instance, Bodie, Light, Morck and Taggart (1985)
assets have been cashed in to pay for Pension benefits. _ pension investments to corporate taxes and
Since 1982,more than $96 billion in investments have profit_ They hypothesize that when firms are
been liquidated, profitable and paying taxes, their pension funds will
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Chart 5 insurance has created opportunities for firms to use
Av_ Annual Rates or Return for Per'toOsEn(llng funding and investments to benefit the firm. Under

Third Ouarter, 1986 that scenario,if there are any downside risksin these
Av,,"a0eAnnual funding and investment decisions, the firm can pass the
Rate or Return risk to the PBGC by terminating the pension plan.for PerlO_

Delegatin 8 Responsibilities
30

Since 1975, Greenwich Associates has regularly asked
2o pension executives a set of investment-policy questions.

As expected, pension executives do not take every
1o investment decision upon themselves. Some decisions

o are delegated to money managers. Based on the latest
Greenwich data pertaining to investment policy

- Io questions (1984), pension executives generally set
formal policies to balance risk factors in different

-2o investment markets. Pension executives also decide

-3o which market to invest in--be it stocks, bonds, real
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ! 0 I I 12 13 14 151617 !8 estate or foreign securities. Among those executives

Ntm'a_rofO_rt_n's from03 who gavespecificanswerstothesurvey,more than50
9o6 percent set target stock/bond ratios. Less formalized

policies are provided on the minimum acceptable total
rate of return. In addition to the 30 percent surveyed
who had a formal investment policy, about 40 percent

Source:EBRIQuarterly Pension Investment Report providedguidelinesto theirmoney managers.
Thlrd Quarter r 1986

Money managers are more likely to have fun
be heavily invested in corporate bonds to maximize discretion in managing the portfolios assigned to them.
the tax advantage. When firms are unprofitable and More than 60 percent of money managers decide on the
less likely to pay taxes, their pension funds will be volatility of equity investments under their
invested heavily in stocks, which are presumably management and more than 50 percent on the maturity
riskier assets but with higher expected gains, of their bond investments.
Contrary to Bodie et al, a survey conducted by Malley

and Jayson (1986) found that a majority of pension Pension executives have taken an increasingly active
executives stated that corporate taxes or profits did role in deciding investment policies. Chart 6 shows
not influence their pension investment decisions. Even the percentage surveyed that have formal policies in
fewer identified maximization of shareholders' specific investment areas. Chart 7 shows the
wealth as a factor in their decisions, percentage that gave money managers full discretion in

these same areas. In every area, money managers have
According to a survey by Buck Consultants (1986), most less discretion than 10 years ago. An increasing number
pension plan executives spend half their time of pension funds have set up guidelines for their money
managing pension assets and the other half on managers even in areas in which money managers
corporate finance, corporate treasury, and other previously had the most discretion.investment-related matters. In their dual

corporate/pension roles, pension executives reject the Using Money Managers
idea that their corporate responsibilities interfere

with their pension investment responsibilities. Many private pension funds hire outside money
managers who actively seek the best investment

Others, including Kathleen Utgoff, Executive Director opportunities, especially in the stock market, rather
of the PBGC, feel that mandatory government pension than simply trying to mimic the market. According to
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many pensionexecutives,theshort-termpotentialto Wilshire-TU(_reports,fewerthanhalfofallmoney
maximizereturnsbypickingtherightstocks,andthe managerswouldhaveearnedthisdistinction.Inits
successesoftheiractiveequitymanagers(those who annualsurveys,GreenwichAssociatesaskedpension
invest in selected stocksrather than passively buy fund executives whether itis tmrtmlisticto expect most
stocks in a stock index) are strong incentives forstock- institutional money managers to beat the market. The
market investments. Pension funds also invest in bonds number of pension executives who disagree has
formarket diversification. But managing the inomased over the years, showing a trend of rising
equity/bond ratio is the province of the pension
executive (Greenwich Associates,1981,1985,1986). • • •

Private pension fund em_2utivesare quite satisfied
with their managers' performance. According to a 1986 Pension executives have taken an in-
A.S. Hansen, Inc. survey of single-employer defined creasingly active role in deriding investment
benefit plans (1986), one-half of the pension executives policies.
surveyed felt that their money managers performed
better than they were _ed to; more than 40 • • •
percent felt that their managers performed as well as
expected; and only 6 peromt felt that their managers
did not do the jobas promised. This high praise for expectations. In the 1982survey, an overwhelming
money managers comes as a surprise to criticsof active majority--91 percent-- believed that with the fight
pension fund management, who feel that only those kind of money managers, they should be able to beat
money managers who have consistently outperformed themarket by at least I to 2 percentage points. By
the market deserve congratulations, contrast, Arnott (1985) found that not many pension

executives truly believe that beating the market is
Although survey data suggest that active managers possible, nor do they believe that active management
arehired to do better than the market, according to adds much value. These pension executives believed

- _- - - Ct_art6 _ - ...........
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that long-term strategic planning of asset allocation (57 percent according to the Hansen survey) monitor
has a greater potential for improving total fund managers more effectively. Through most of 1986,
returns. These conflicting findings suggest that pension pension funds quickened their pace to search for new
executives may not have firm convictions about how investment managers (Pensions& Investment Age,
well theycan expect their money managers to perform. 1986).
Perhaps their perceptions are influenced by the
external investment environment and by their
particular internal needs at that moment. Pension executives have expressed more conservative

investment sentiments in the most recent Greenwich
Market timing and picking stocks can be highly Associates' surveys. Between 1980and 1985, the
profitable but is also hazardous. And constant percentage of funds that used conservative common-
vigilance to identify market swings may not always stock managers--defined by Greenwich as managers
pay off either. A study by Brinson, Hood and that invest in established stocks thatpay regular
Beebower (1986) found this kind of market dividends---increased from 39 percent to 87 percent. In
maneuvering actually reduced the annual rate of return contrast, during the same period, the percentage of
by 1.1percent, with 0.7 percent of this decline a result funds thatused emerging growth stock managers--de-
of misjudging the market timing, and 0.4 percent from fined by Greenwich as managers that invest in stocks of
poor security selections. They found that only sound small companies with growth potential--increased
overall investment policies contributed to positive only from 41 percent to 59 percent.
investment returns.

41_New Investment Strategies andAs new contributions into private pension funds have
waned, money managers have tried more aggressively Instruments
to keep old clients and attractnew clients. Pension
executives face similarly difficult choices in this new Seemingly contradictory concerns about the relative
environment. Independent performance reports may underperformance of pension funds and their
help those plan sponsors with more than one manager substantial recent portfolio appreciation have
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provided the impetus to look at other ways of doing encourage better pension fund perfommr_. Money
business. For instance, in response to plan sponsors _ generally are less enthusiastic about
wishing to protect recent marketgains, a new incentive fees, but many are ready to follow their
investment strategy called portfolio insurance has been clients' wishes (Institutional Investor, 3 September
developed. This type of portfolio insurance is not 1986). More aggressive money managers view this as a
based on traditional polities developed by insurance marketing opportunity to capture the attention of
companies. Instead, pension funds sell stock-index pension executives and to position themselves for an
futures to hedge against market collapse. In the past incentive-fee environment (Pensions& Investment Age,
few years, a number of security exchanges have 1986). So far, only public pension funds (which arenot
devised ingenious futures options targeted at this new subject to ERISA)have actively adopted incentive fee
market. Several major investment bankers have programs. Even with this long-awaited DOL opinion,
startedto offer them to pension customers; but the it remains unclear whether private plans will embrace
markethas remained small, at an estimated $40 this new system in any great numbers. According to a
billion of institutional equity holdings under insurance recent study by S.E.I.Funds Evaluation Service, only 25
(Wall Street Journal, 1986). The most recent survey of 175money managers surveyed have used incentive
(Institutional Investor, 1986) shows that only 75 fees and their use is generally limited to one or two
percent of pension funds have committed any of their clients (Wall Street Journa/, 1986).
assets to portfolio insurance. However, according to
the same survey, 15.7 percent of those not using Some money managers see incentive fees as an ominous
portfolio insurance at present areplanning to start move by pension plan sponsors who aretrying to cut
using it sometime in the future, management costs. Results of three surveys may

alleviate their fears. The first survey, conducted by
While potentially protecting pension investments from Institutional Investor (1985) found that about half of
unexpected marketcollapse, portfolio insurance is not pension executives felt that their current fee structures
costless. According to one estimate, fora $100 million were reasonable. When fees were considered too high,
equity investment, it would cost the pension fund 3 to 4 some pension sponsors opted to negotiate lower fees.
percent of assets ayear to maintain portfolio insurance Others moved to index funds or to in-house
(New YorkTimes, 1986). management. Only a few considered switching to low-

cost money managers.
Incentive Fees

Another earlier survey by Institutional Investor (1984)
Recent interest has been generated in using performance- found that two-thirds of the sponsors favored a
related incentive fees to spur investment performance, performance-based fee structure. While many sponsors
Following an earlier ruling by the Securities and are interested in rewarding good performance, they
Exchange Commission, DOL has issued an advisory differabout whether money managers should share
opinion that allows plan sponsors to use two investment losses. Specifically, 40 percent of the
performance-related, incentive-fee structures to sponaors surveyed would consider requiring managers to
manage their ERISAfunds. Previously, plan sponsors share in capital losses. Eighteen percent would not
were not sure whether such a compensation structure pay any fees if investment returns were fiat or
would he legal under ERISA. The two incentive fee negative. Another 30 percent were willing to pay a
proposals agreed to by DOL aresomewhat different fiat fee even if the pension fund lost money. Since this
(U.S. Department of Labor, 1986). In one, the fee would 1984survey was taken, the number of sponsors who
be based on a percentage of capital appreciation in the favor incentive fees has declined substantially.
portfolio. In the other, the fee would be based on the Instead of a two-thirds majority, a more recent survey
relative rates of returnof the pension funds and of the by Callan Investments Institute (1986) found that only
S&P500. 36 percent favored a performance-based fee structure,

The while 45 percent had not made up their minds.push for incentive fees may have stemmed from

the desires of pension sponsors to inject an additional The incentive-fee system has its detractors even among
market mechanism into plan management procedmes to pension plan sponsors. The Callan survey found that
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sponsors were skeptical whether investment outcomes doubt the diligence of money managers, they doubt
would be much different from those obtained under thatmany money managers can systematically predict
current fixed-fee arrangements, even though incentive marketbehavior. Some of these critics have supported
fees were expected to encourage money managers to try index funds as an alternative investment strategy to
harder, active management. In indexing, pension funds simply

buy a bundle of stocks or bonds that mirrors a financial
Harsher critics believe that heightened pressure to market index. In addition to automatically earning
beat the market in an incentive system could lead to marketparity, passive investment costs are
timid managers or wanton risk seekers. Timid substantially less.
managers would choose low-risk strategies,essentially
mimicking the market. Consequently, pension funds Ifindex funds are a desirable alternative to active
would be paying for active management, but getting management, it has notbeen proven by the number of
passive management results. Conversely, others private funds selecting this option. The growing use of
believe that the lure of high performance bonuses equity index funds forpension investment, from $2
would tempt money managers to take excessive risks, billion in 1977to $8 billion in 1980, may be impressive
particularly if the incentive system requires them to at firstglance (Charles D. Spencer & Associates, Inc.,
share in a disproportionately small portion of the 1986),but it remains a tiny share of pension funds' total
downside risk. investments. Bond investments have been even slower

to go into index funds. Data compiled by Money
Market Directories, Inc. (1985) show thatonly 5.1

a3, 41' percent of private pension fund portfolios were
invested in either equity or bond index funds.

The growing use of equity index funds for
pension investment may be impressive at There are, however, isolated reports thatsome
first glance, but it remains a tiny share of substantialpension sponsorshavebegun to move into
pension funds' total investments, index funds. In a majorchangein investment policy,

IBMtargeted 75 percent of its pension assets ($15

41_ 4i_ 4_ billion) for passive index-type investments- (Institutional Investor, 1986). Similarly, GTE
reportedly has 50 percent of investments ($5.7billion

Whether these potential perils of an incentive system equity) in an internally managed index-like portfolio
materialize depends on two factors. First, pension (Pensions & Investment Age, 1986). The newly created
sponsors could take precautionary steps so that the Federal Employee ThriftSaving Plan will offer an
incentive system would also include adequate indexed equity fund as an investment alternative. This
disincentives formoney managers to choose either new development might serve to increase policymaker
extreme investment strategy. Second, once the interest in fund indexing.
incentive system is in place, pension sponsors could set
up monitoring mechanisms. Nevertheless, these Index funds are part of a broader debate underway.
criticisms are constructive reminders of the possible There are those who fear that a concerted use of index
perils of instituting an incentive-fee program, funds by the public or by institutional investors would
Ultimately, whether the incentive system will lead to a sluggish market and lower overall
succeed or fail depends on the how well the market investment returns. With such broad and conflicting
will take into account these potential perils, concernsamong those who have misgivings about the

increased use of index funds, their growth is likely to
Market Index Funds remain a topic of continued controversy.

Active management is based on the premise that Inflation-Indexed Bonds
diligent investors can profit in the financial market.
By hiring active money managers, pension funds are A suggestion gaining some policy interest is the
buying expert research. Even though criticsdo not potential development of a government bond indexed
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for inflatiov Indexed bonds would provide anew (EBRIIssue Brief,October 1986). Thiscost sharing
investn_nt option forboth defined benefit and defined approach is designed and advocated by many private
contribution plan_ As the name implies, the return on pension sponsors.
investing in these bonds is indexed to inflation, making
iteasier forcompanies to offer an indexed retirement The erosion of retirement benefits also could be
benefit. However, their possible develop_t raises a eliminated by indexing, but inflation is difficult to
number of important public policy i_ues and financial predict. Consequently, corporate sponsors have been
considerations for the plan. reluctant to index pension payments in the faceof costs

that aredifficult to estimate. Presumably, if pension
Those who propose such a new instrument do so for two plato set aside funds in inflation-indexed instruments,
reasons: first, to ensure that participants, particularly they would be able to assess the real cost of indexed
retirees, are protected in times of high inflation; and, benefit_ Initial investments would be based on current
second, to ensure that pension fund performance at least nominal dollars determined by the pension-benefit
meets the minimum standard of equaling the rate of formula. By investing pension funds in indexed bonds of
price increase in the economy, different maturities, pension funds would be able to

pay constant real benefits when payments are due.
The concern that pension funds need inflation This is similar to what pension sponsors have done
protection arises from the joint concern that postretire- with"immunized"bond portfolios where the maturity
merit,cost-of-living adjustments maynot be adequate, of assets is matched to the payment of retirement
During the high inflation of the late 1970s, most benefits. Sponsors have used this immunization
retirement cost-of-living adjustments were less than technique to avoid additional costs in the future.
the full rate of inflation (Clark,et al, 1984). Ina

typical defined benefit plan, retirees receive a fixed Indexed pension fund investments may not lead to
nominal pension. With inflation, the purchasing indexed retirement benefits. In defined benefit plans,
power of the pension becomes smaller, imposing a indexed investments and indexed benefits must still be
financial hardship on some older retiree_ treated as two separate, though related, issues. No

doubt, if only inflationary uncertainty prevented the
• • _(_ plan sponsor from offering indexed benefits, indexed

investments would be a convenient approach. But
whether a defined benefit plan sponsor wants to fully

Indexed bonds would provide a new eliminate inflationary uncertainty also dependson the
investment option for both defined benefit plan's financial policies. To gain the advantages of
and defined contribution plans, inflation-proofing, plans must also accept a constant

rate of return, which some may consider too low in
• • • relation to what they could achieve by actively

investing in stocks or other nonindexed bonds. As a
matter of benefits policy, such lowered real rate of

Corporate sponsors have been concerned about the returnexpectations could lead companies to offer lower
inflation erosion of retirement income. An increasing real retirement benefits.
number of plan sponsors look to indexed Social Security
benefits and the retireraent income available from The use of indexed investments in defined contribution
supplemental defined contribution plans to keep plans, though less frequently mentioned, is neverthe-
retirees whole. Nearly all employees of large less quite interesting. In these plans, pension plan
employers have such supplemental plans. With the participants assume the investment risk,but they often
advent of 401(k) salary reduction plans and the new rely on management's acumen for investment returns.
(and similar) Federal Retirement ThriftSavings Plan, By investing in indexed bonds, the inflationary
the number of supplern_mtsl pensions is growing. The uncertainty that could erode participants' purchasing
Tax Reform Act of 1986makes changes in the law that power in retirement is eliminated. Participants earn a
will explidtly allow employer and employee cost stable, positive real rate of return. Froma
sharing of indexed benefits through 401(k) plans.
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management-labor relations perspective, indexed free bonds an essential component of their portfolios.
investments also could remove friction between This predetermined real rate of returnmay not be high
management and partidpants that may result from enough to persuade the actively managed funds to
different investment expectations. But, partidpants switch. Instead, investment managers might prefer to
might have to settle for a smaller d_tfibution from assume that greater future demand for invested capital
their plan at retirement. And preretirenumt would bid up the price, thus yielding higher real rates
distributions might not reap the gains of inflation of return in the long run.
protection unless the indexed bonds could be transferred
to the plan partidpant's individual retirement account So farno one has suggested limiting the availability
(IRA). of inflation-indexed bonds to defined benefit pension

plans offering inflation-indexed benefits. If other
Those in favor of inflation-indexed bonds point to their defined benefit pension plans--those without indexed
use in GreatBritainand elsewhere and believe that benefit features--were to invest in these bonds, they
inflation-indexed bonds are feasible in this country would not be obligated to pass on all inflation-related
too. They believe that pension funds should be the investment gains to plan participants. Instead,
target investor for such bonds. The dollar volume of inflation-indexed bonds would simply add to the array
pension fund assets could ensure adequate demand, of investment opportunities available to all pension
Moreover, pension funds should be better adapted than funds. The Federal Employee ThriftSavings Plan
individual savers to the long-term investment of offers employees several investment options: in
inflation-indexed bonds. Unless holding them to government securities, in fixed-income funds and in
maturity, individual savers might incur losses from stock index funds. However, Congress did not provide
such investments, because in the short-term, the an investment fund with returns tied to inflation.
marketprices of these bonds could fluctuate. Offering
inflation-indexed bonds only to pension funds and other The need for inflation protection may have also
tax-exempt retirement accounts also avoids the diminished in the current economic environment of low
problem of how to tax investment income from these inflation. During 1986,the consumer price index
bonds, increased 1.1percent. With short-term Treasury

yields at about 5 to 6 percent, investors aregetting good

The government issuance of indexed bonds also has real rates of return. Some believe that inflation is
macroeconomic implications. However, without actual finally under control. As a result, they assign a small
experience, it is unclear how indexed bonds would premium to inflation risk. Concerns have also been
affect the U.S. govenunent budget. Some believe there voiced that the issuance of government indexed bonds
would be substantial savings (Munnell and Gorlnic, could be interpreted as a signal thatinflation control is

no longer a major public policy objective. Others1986). Exactly how much the government could save, or
whether it would have to pay more, would depend on believe that some in Congress would not be receptive to
investors' abilities to predict inflation. The better the inflation indexing because inflation is a convenient
prediction, the lower the inflation risk premium. A way to reduce the real value of mushrooming
low risk premium means that government savings are government debt.
smaller. In conventional bonds, long-term issues

normally command a higher risk premium. Because of • Conclusion
higherpotential savings, longer-term indexed bonds
(fiveyears or longer) are suggested (Waiters, 1984).

Corporations and participants have common interests

Would pension funds flock to this new instrument? in ensuring that funds aremanaged prudently and that
Inflation-indexed bonds would attract risk-averse investments yield high returns on a consistent basis.
investors, who are willing to forego potential Forcorporate sponsors, poor performance is likely to be
unexpected gains in the future in exchange fora costly and is likely to lead to increased plan
constant predetermined real rate of return. Because a contributions. When the pension component of
very large portion of pension investments are actively compensation increases, participants may face lower
managed, these pension funds may not consider risk- wages or forego ad hoc benefit increases in retirement.
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Poor investment perfo_ could cause a decline in the market may not be efficient enough and the new fee
the funding ratio of pe_io"n assets to benefit structure might end up harming pension funds. Ifthere
liabilities. As the new QPIR data show, despite very is any consolation for the doubters, surveys show that
impressive growth in pension fund reserves over the fewer pension executives are interested in adopting
past few decades, net contributions have slackened incentive fees than a few years ago.
recently, making fund growth completely reliant on
investment performance. Because of this dependence, a Concerns about pension fund rates of returnhave led
change in the direction of the financial marketmight others to propose a new financial instrument, the
revive policy concerns about the funding adequacy of inflation-indexed bond. Such an instrument would fit
the private pension system--especially if the certainperceptions of pension fund investment
situation is compounded by poor business conditions, objectives: predictable real rateof returnand inflation

protection. To its proponents, inflation-indexed bonds
Theoretically,pension funds are invested for the long are ideal investment alternatives forboth defined
term;short-run asset fluctuations matter little as long benefit and defined contribution pension funds. But, for
as funds can meet benefit payments. However, defined benefit plans, the perceived investment
underfunding matters a great deal even in the short objectives that make inflation-indexed bonds so
run. When pension liabilities become underfunded, attractive may not always be related to the purpose of
sponsors have an option of reneging on their pension providing indexed benefits.
promises and _g their unfunded liabilities onto
PBC_. Fortunately, so far,a relatively small number Pension investment issues are generally complex, and
of pension plans in declining industries have opted to research findings have often been ambiguous both in
terminate underfunded plans. But although they are terms of market performance and government
few in number, their unfunded liabilities, such as those regulation. Consequently, new investment policies
of Wheeling-Pittsburgh and LTV,have been require considerable caution on the part of both
substantial, gove_an_nt regulators and pension fund managers. In

particular, the volatility of short-term fund
Although Congress imposed additional termination performance may so_ obscure the fact that
liabilities on sponsors through 1986 legislation (The pensions area long-term commitment. Investment
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act), decisions and government policy both need to take a
PBGC Executive Director Kathleen Utgoff feels that long-term perspective, but this may be increasingly
even those added _ are not adequate to difficult in an economic and policy environment in
encourage sufficient funding or to deter the termination which short-term problems tend to dominate decision
of underfunded pension plans. (Emp/oyeeBenefit making in the public and private sectors.
Notes, Dece_ 1986). In contrast to its major
financial obligation, PBGC has little statutory • References
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